Modern Web Scraping

Abstract

The Capstone group was tasked to scrape data of key professionals of more than 2,000 organizations from the open990.org website. The website presented several challenges that were well beyond the standard methods for scraping HTML and Javascript websites. In addition to the challenge of scraping the data, there was not a standard data structure for each organization, so the second challenge was to wrangle data of many different structures into a single, structured format. Finally, the group had to store the data for accessibility and analysis. Our pipeline to scrape and process the data is an example of how to scrape data from websites in a modern, secure environment.

Introduction

The aim of project is to scrape all names of key professionals from the open990.org website and insert them into a structured database for query and review. The Key Professionals dataset seeks to provide global coverage of key investor and analyst professionals engaged in investment decisions, beginning with companies based in the U.S. The eVestment network includes coverage for US investors and consultants. The goal of this initiative is to establish a one-stop center for institutional asset management delivery intelligence. The key professional dataset work involves creating a web crawler to extract information from the open990 website, wrangling the data into the desired structure, and inserting it into a database for data review.

Project Objective(s)

As the project progressed, the initial objectives were modified. It was discovered that the website is delivered through Cloudflare servers, which we believe blocked some of our attempts to scrape the data. The project objectives were modified to build the webcrawler using Python, which would scrape the JSON data from the website’s backend API. The target data crawled were the key professional names and organization name for each EIN. Then the data was organized into the key professional database. Basic analysis and observation through Alteryx was done with database queries and data visualization using MongoDB charts.

Challenges

The Team tried multiple applications to parse the data from extracted JSON files. The first application that the Team attempted was Splash using Scrapy. The data did not parse well for most of the 2,667 organizations provided. The second application attempted to use for parsing was Selenium where we took the position of the data in scrapy through Visual Studio Code. Using Selenium, we were faced with the different formats of the targets provided by the sponsor. The Team decided to use API Web Scraping where we were able to receive the data in formatted JSON files, parsed through the Alteryx application, and uploaded into the group MongoDB Database.

As a result of using Alteryx for our JSON files we uploaded all our data into the group MongoDB Database. Below are some queries and visualization of our data.

• Count of EIN numbers whose Alert = This organization hasn’t filed
• db.Key_Data.distinct("EIN").length

• Count of EIN number db.Key_Data.distinct("EIN").length

• Count of All Documents db.Key_data.aggregate({$group:{_id:null,count:{$sum:1}}})

Conclusions

The problem of scraping data from the website turned out to be complex due to the structure of the website. The website was coded entirely in JavaScript, the data was delivered from a backend API, and the website was delivered from Cloudflare servers with security services. While not impossible to scrape, we had to use a bespoke approach, and this kind of design causes problems for generic web scrapers to crawl the web in general retrieving as much data as possible. In most projects, finding the right applications are necessary to meeting the needs of the tasks. We arrived at our solution by attempting multiple applications in the development phase, working in an iterative process of development, testing, and review with each application. The solution in the end was to scrape the API and parse the data through Alteryx to extract the target information. The database selection of MongoDB provided us with a storage solution with a terminal shell for queries and data analysis to extract data from 2,667 organizations within the open990 website.
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